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If Earthlord and Animal teen 
had not arrived with they did.  
Property damage would of 
been much higher then it was.

Those 
Japanese, 

sure like big 
robots.

I am just glad I 
can fly.  It will 
only take me a 
few minutes to 
get to New York.

Hold it right 
there.  Are you 
the one they 

call Manchine ?

Scanners are picking 
up a energy source on 
a intercept course 
with us.  It will be in 
contact with us in 10 
seconds.



CRASHCRASHCRASHCRASHCRASHCRASHCRASHCRASHCRASHCRASH

Yeah, Do you 

need help?

Your gonna feel 
pretty stupid 
after I do this.



There was a 1 percent 
system damage on impact.

Tell me 
about it, 
that Hurt.

Wait I 
crashed into 
a house was 

there 

anyone in it ?

Negative, there were 
no lifesigns located 
in this building.

Where is 

this guy at?

He is enrounte to 
this Location.

Then lets go 
out and meet 

him.

WHat is your 
problem!  

Why attack 

me?



With his current defenses a  
focased beam strength of 5 
percent should overwhelm him.

I might as well tell you before I 
kill you.  I am from another 

dimesion and we're looking to 
expand to this dimension.  I am 

called Golden Gauntlet and we 
call ourselves Vengeance Inc.  The 

people of earth in my dimension 
live a very peaceful life under our 

rules.   We are judge, jury and 
executioner.  We have set MARTIAL 
Law on our planet earth.  There is 

no crime because of this.

According to my 
gauntlet your one 

of the most 
powerful beings on 
this planet.  I want 
to personally take 

you down.

So no one has any 
freedom.  I am not 

about to let 
that happen here.!

Like you have 
a choice.

Its time to 
finish this 
Golden 

Gauntlet.



BzZZTBzZZTBzZZTBzZZTBzZZTBzZZTBzZZTBzZZTBzZZTBzZZT

Your power 

level its 

increasing.  

Thats 

impossible!

How is this 

possible ?  
My 

Gauntlets 

are the 

Ultimate 

Weapon!

It takes 

more then a 

weapon to 

win a battle 

it takes 

willpower 

and 

intelligence.



He's activated a dimensional 
Teleporter.  He's gone!  

You might of won today 

but Someday you will fail 

and I will be there when it 

happens HERO!  HERO!  HERO!  HERO!  Mark my 

words I will be there.

Is there any way 

we can scan for 

these 

Dimensional 

gates.  That way 

we know where 

they are ahead 

of time.

I believe we could place a 
scanner on your moon.  it 
would scan your planet in 
one lunar cycle.



We will need some 
material from 
Moonbase 1.

Well lets 
do that 
then.

Interesting, but not to 
surprising.  When I sent Golden 

Gauntlet to deal with 
Mancihne.  I figured Manchine 
would defeat him.  I just didn't 
think he would defeat Golden 

Gauntlet that easily.

It seems that the 
only time 

Manchine was 
hurt was when 
he crashed into 

the ground.



I will have to set 
something else up for 
Manchine.  I still have 
more people to throw 
at Manchine.  I know 
just the person to test 

him next.

I, Night Lord, will 
bring down the 
Global Defense 
Force and take 

over this dimension.


